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OFFSCALE: PC INPUT PROCESSOR FOR SCALE-4 CRmCALITY SEQUENCES

Written by: Stephen M. Bowman
Presented by: Michaele C. Brady
Oak Ridge National Laboratory*

Oak Ridge, TN, USA

ABSTRACT

OFFSCALE is a personal computer program that serves as a user-friendly interface for the
Criticality Safety Analysis Sequences (CSAS) available in SCALE-4. It is designed to assist a
SCALE-4 user in preparing an input file for execution of criticality safety problems. Output from
OFFSCALE is a card-image input file that may be uploaded to a mainframe computer to execute the
CSAS4 control module in SCALE-4. OFFSCALE features a pulldown menu system that accesses
sophisticated data entry screens. The program allows the user to quickly set up a CSAS4 input file
and perform data checking.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United Stales Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United Stales Government or any agency thereof.



INTRODUCTION

The Criticalily Safety Analysis Sequence (CSAS4) (1] control module in the SCALE-4 code
system [2] offers a variety of calculational sequences for performing criticality safety analyses.
Although it was designed to provide an improved interface for executing several of the SCALE-4
functional modules, the number of input parameters and options can be overwhelming for the new
or occasional user. To provide the program with a user-friendly interface that would be easy to learn
and useful for most applications, an input processor named OFFSCALE has been developed.
OFFSCALE is a program designed to assist a SCALE-4 user in preparing an input file for any of the
criticality sequences contained in the CSAS4 criticality control module of SCALE-4. Such a program
is difficult to fully appreciate until it is used or demonstrated. This paper serves primarily to
document general features and program availability.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The OFFSCALE program is written in Microsoft BASIC 7.1 [3] and runs on an IBM-
compatible personal computer. Output from OFFSCALE is a card-image input file that may be
uploaded to a mainframe computer to execute the CSAS4 control module. OFFSCALE features a
pulldown menu system similar to those in many commercial PC software products. The menu system
organizes the major command categories as menu titles and pulldown commands, and may be used
with either a keyboard or a mouse.

When an option is selected, an inpul screen or series of input screens are displayed. Each
field on a screen has a help message associated witl. it that may be displayed by pressing a function
key. The message gives a brief description of the input parameter and occasionally refers to a section
of the SCALE-4 manual [2] for more detailed information. This minimizes the amount of time that
might be used searching through the documentation when setting up a CSAS input file. Depending
on input options selected, the program protects other fields that are not needed for those options.
OFFSCALE performs extensive error checking for each input screen and displays appropriate
warning and error message boxes when applicable.

Some fields hav : a multiple choice menu associated with them. When a multiple choice menu
is displayed, you may use a cursor key or a mouse to select the desired choice. These menus
minimize the possibility of input errors by providing a complete list of valid choices for given
parameters.

When OFFSCALE generates the CSAS card-image input file, it saves a group of binary files
that contain the input data. This input data may be retrieved later by OFFSCALE for modification.
The program can also generate job control language (JCL) input for executing the CSAS input file
on an IBM mainframe computer.

The menu selections in OFFSCALE are grouped into three categories: (1) MIPLIB (Material
Information Processor Library) Data, (2) KENO V.a Input Data, and (3) Search Data. The menu
selections available in each of these categories are discussed briefly.

MIPLIB DATA

The menu selections available under MIPLIB Data include:
• MEPData
• Basic Standard Compositions



• Arbitrary Materials
• Solutions
• Unit Cell Data
• MORE DATA

The MIP Data selection includes such basic information as CSAS sequence, PARM=, MIP
title card, cross-section library, and unit cell calculation type. When you select a cross-section library,
OFFSCALE compiles a list of all the valid nuclides for that library in the Standard Composition
Library. This list is used for Standard Composition input. If you change cross-section libraries after
compositions have been entered, OFFSCALE checks if the compositions previously entered are valid
for the new cross-section library. If a composition is no longer valid, a warning message is printed,
and that composition name is erased. All the other data for that composition is kept, but you must
select a new composition name from the list of valid choices.

The Basic Standard Compositions selection allows you to define mixtures by selecting valid
basic standard compositions from a multiple choice menu. OFFSCALE automatically increments the
mixture number for you as you page forward to create a new mixture. You may override this mixture
number with another if you want to have two compositions with the same mixture number or you
want to skip a mixture number (e.g., if you wanted to use it for an arbitrary material). You may
review mixtures that you have already made by pressing <Ctrl+R>. This feature displays a list of
mixture numbers and composition names. If you want to create a new composition that is very similar
to one you have previously entered, you may page back to the old one and enter a new mixture
number, and OFFSCALE recognizes that you are creating a new composition rather than modifying
an old one. Once a composition has been created in OFFSCALE, you can change the composition
name to replace it with a different composition using the same mixture number or you can delete it
by pressing <Ctrl+D>. A second input screen is available only for multiple isotope nuclides (e.g.,
UO2, BORON, B4C, etc.). It contains the isotopic distribution by wt %. The SCALE-4 default
distribution, which is the natural distribution for all nuclides except plutonium, is initially displayed.
The distribution must sum to 100%. The <F2> key may be used to calculate the balance for the
isotope where the cursor is positioned after the values for all other isotopes have been entered.

The Arbitrary Materials selection allows you to define arbitrary material mixtures by selecting
up to nine valid nuclides from a multiple choice menu. The nuclide distribution is by atoms per
molecule if you specify the material as a compound; otherwise, the distribution is by wt %. If you
specify that there is a multiple isotope nuclide (SCALE allows only one per arbitrary material),
OFFSCALE presents you with a different multiple choice menu containing only the multiple isotope
nuclides for that field. An additional screen for isotopic distribution of the multiple isotope nuclide
is also presented.

The Solutions selection displays two screens very similar to those for Basic Standard
Compositions. The second screen is not optional, because all the solutions contain multiple isotopes.

The input screens displayed by the Unit Cell Data selection are dependent on the unit cell
type selected in MIP Data. There is one screen for the LATTICECELL option and two for the
MULTIREGION option. Certain fields may be protected, depending upon your entries in other
fields. This menu selection is not active for INFHOMMEDIUM unless a sequence that executes
XSDRNPM is selected.

The MORE DATA selection displays one screen of parameters and a second optional screen
for Dancoff factors. Since most of the fields are XSDRNPM options, most of the fields are protected



for CSAS sequences that do not execute XSDRNPM. This option may be bypassed if no
XSDRNPM parameters are to be overridden and additional Dancoff input data are not necessary.

KENO V.a DATA

The KENO V.a Data menu provides selections to enter all the KENO input. This menu is
only active if a CSAS sequence that executes KENO is selected and unit cell data have been entered.
The following menu selections are available:

Parameters
Geometry
Arrays
Biasing
Boundary Conditions
Starting
Plot

The Parameters selection displays two screens. The first screen contains the numeric
parameters for controlling KENO. The second screen contains the logical parameters and the unit
numbers for SCALE-4 input/output data sets. The parameter values are initially set to the SCALE-4
default. Only the parameter values that are changed from default arc included id the SCALE-4 card-
image input file.

The Geometry selection displays a maximum of five screens per KENO geometry unit. Each
screen displays a maximum of seven geometry regions, for a maximum of 35 geometry regions per
unit. There is no limit to the number of geometry units per problem. When a geometry type is
entered for a re' ion, the remaining fields appropriate for that geometry type are displayed for that
region. For example, if CYLINDER is selected, the dimensions R, +H, -H are displayed, and if
CUBOID is selected, the dimension' +X, -X, +Y, -Y, -t-Z, -Z are displayed. Four options may be
used when the cursor is on the geom^ry type (Geom) field. To select or change the Geom field,
simply select a geometry type from the multiple choice menu. To erase unwanted geometry regions
at the end of a unit, press <Ctrl+E> when the cursor is on the Geom field for that region. To
insert a geometry region press <Qrl+P> to put a new region before the current one. To delete a
geometry region followed by other regions, press <Ctrl+T> to take it away. Dimension checking
is performed within each region to ensure that the"+" dimension is greater than "-" dimension. The
dimensions are not required to be either positive or negative. No dimension checking is performed
between adjacent regions to verify that each region fits within ihe region that follows. Due to the
large number of geometrical types, the complexity of this task is beyond the scope of OFFSCALE.
It is recommended that SCALE-4 be executed with PARM=CHK to check for such geometrical
inconsistencies. If you want to create a new unit that is very similar to one you have previously
entered, you may page back to the old one and enter a new unit number, and OFFSCALE recognizes
that you are creating a new unit rather than modifying an existing one. To delete an entire unit,
press <Ctri+D>.

The Arrays selection is re yiired if ARRAY is used in your geometry input. FILL or LOOP
may be used to enter the orientation description. The orientation description should be terminated
with END FILL or END LOOP, respectively. Due to the complexity of trying to read and interpret
the free-form input for these options, OFFSCALE does not check for errors in the orientation
description. It simply requires that at least one line of orientation input be entered for each array.



The Biasing selection is designed to specify a material identifier (ID) from the KENO V.a
weight library along with a corresponding range of bias IDs. Checks are performed to ensure that
the number of bias IDs does not exceed the number of intervals for that material ID in the weight
library. This data should be entered prior to entering the bias IDs in the Geometry menu selection,
since an error check is performed in the Geometry option for valid bias IDs.

The Boundary Conditions selection allows you to specify the albedo boundary conditions for
the outermost region of your KENO problem. A multiple choice list is provided for each of the six
faces. VACUUM is the default for all faces.

The Starting menu selection allows you to exercise special start options for controlling the
initial neutron distribution in KENO. It supports all starting options except option NST=6, which
requires the input of sets of starting position coordinates equal to the number of neutrons per
generation. Certain fields are protected based on the starting option you choose.

The Plot selection displays one screen per plot with an internally generated plot number in
the upper right-hand corner so that you always know which plot you are editing. All coordinates and
direciion cosines must be entered, but only one plot spacing parameter is required. Entering more
than one is allowed but not recommended since it usually generates a distorted plot. OFFSCALE
warns you if you enter multiple plot spacing parameters. The "NCH=" character string, which
specifies the print characters that will be used in the plot, is not required. If it is not entered, the
SCALE-4 default is used. A ruler is provided above the field to help you align your symbols with the
correct mixture or unit numbers.

SEARCH DATA

The Search Data menu provides selections to enter input for performing criticaliry searches
with the CSAS4 and CSAS4X sequences. The menu selections available are:

• Search Type
• Auxiliary Search Commands

The Search Type selection displays one screen that contains the Search Type Specification
input data. These data are required for the CSAS4 and CSAS4X sequences. Default values are
initially displayed for the optional search parameters.

The Auxiliary Search Commands selection displays one screen per auxiliary search command.
These commands are not required to perform a criticality search, but allow you much greater
flexibility in specifying how a search is done. An internally generated command number is displayed
in the upper right-hand corner so that you always know which command you are editing.

SAMPLE PROBLEMS

OFFSCALE is provided with two sample problems on the distribution diskette. These sample
problems correspond to CSAS4 Sample Problems 2 and 3 (Section C4.B of the SCALE-4 manual).
The distribution diskette is available from the Radiation Shielding Information Center at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.

Sample problem 3 illustrates the use of CSAS4X to represent a fuel cask. It utilizes a cell-
weighted mixture to represent a PWR-like fuel assembly. The cask contains a 2x2x1 array of fuel



assemblies. Each fuel assembly consists of a 17x17x1 array of zirconium clad, 235% enriched UO2

fuel pins with a density of 9.21 g/cc arranged in a square pitch. The pin diameter is 0.823 cm, and
its length is 366 cm. The clad is 0.06985 cm thick, and the pitch is 1.275 cm. Each fuel assembly is
contained in a 0.6625-cm-thick boral sheath. The boral is 36.7 wt % B4C and 63.6 wt % Al. The
assemblies are separated by 1 cm of water, representing a flooded cask. The square aluminum cask
is 10 cm thick on all faces and is reflected by 15 cm of water. By using CSAS4X, a cell-weighted
cross section is created to represent the fuel assembly. The KENO V.a geometry utilizes the cell-
weighted mixture (500) and the overall dimensions of the fuel assembly to represent the entire fuel
assembly as a single homogeneous region. The Hansen-Roach cross-section library is used for this
problem.

The first step in setting up this problem in OFFSCALE is to select MO* Data from the
MIPLIB Data menu. Once the CSAS4X sequence, the Hansen-Roach cross-section library, and the
LATTICECELL calculation type are chosen and saved, the Basic Standard Compositions can be
selected from the MIPLIB Data menu. UO2 is selected for mixture 1 and a density of 9.21 g/cc is
input. The enrichment is specified by (1) answering "Y" to the question "Are isotopes to be specified
by wt %?", (2) pressing <PgDn> to go to the second screen, and (3) entering the wt % for ^5U and
-^U. Zirconium and H2O are selected for mixtures 2 and 3 to define the clad and moderator. The
boral is specified by (1) selecting B4C as mixture 4 with a density multiplier of 0.367 and pressing
<F10>, and (2) selecting Al as mixture 4 with a density multiplier of 0.636 and pressing <F10>.
H2O is selected as mixture 5 for water outside the homogenized fuel region, and Al is selected as
mixture 6 for the cask.

Unit Cell Data is selected next from the MIPLIB Data menu. The pitch, pin diameter, and
clad diameter are input along with the mixture numbers for the fuel, clad, and moderator.

The Parameters item is selected from the KENO V.a Data menu to input the KENO title
card and modify any parameters for nondefault values.

The Biasing selection is used to define water (500) as the material ID for bias IDs 2 to 6.
These bias IDs are used in the Geometry menu selection in five water reflector regions, 3 cm thick,
surrounding the aluminum cask.

The Geometry menu selection from the KENO V.a Data menu is used to define the KENO
geometry. Unit 1 defines one fuel array as a single homogenized fuel region surrounded by a boral
sheath and water. Unit 2 defines the total system, which consists of the 2x2 array of fuel assemblies
surrounded by the aluminum cask and reflected by water.

The Arrays menu selection from the KENO V.a Data menu is used to define array number
1, the 1x2 array of fuel assemblies.

Search Type is selected from the Search Data menu to define the search mode as OPTIMUM
and the search variable as the PITCH.

Save Files/Input Deck is finally selected to generate the SCALE input file.

SUMMARY

In summary, OFFSCALE provides a SCALE-4 user the power to quickly and easily set up
and perform error checking of an input file for a cross-section processing or criticality safety problem



to be analyzed by one of the CSAS sequences. The code should be particularly beneficial to new or
occasional users because it enables them to set up a CSAS input file without constantly referring to
the SCALE manual. It is also an excellent training tool for new SCALE users. For both new and
experienced users, the program can significantly reduce the potential for input of errors.
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